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CAPRI – perfect harmony

Specification MY “CAPRI”
Builder/Year:

Lürssen Yachts, 2003

Fuel capacity:

Designer interior:

Glade Johnson Design

Fresh water capacity: 28.000 l

Designer exterior:

Glade Johnson Design

Fresh water maker:

HEM 30/3200, 2 x 12.000 l/day

Length over all:

58,55 m / 192´

Stabilizers:

Koop-Nautic with at-anchor mode and adaptive control

Length waterline:

49,73 m / 163´2´´

Air conditioning:

Christoffers single ducted system

Beam:

11,43 m / 37´6´´

Class:

Lloyd´s + 100A1, SSC Yacht Mono, LMC CCS, G6

Draught:

3,50 m / 11´6´´

Construction material: Steel hull and aluminium superstructure
Speed:

16,1 knots max.

Range:

8.500 nm at 12 kn

Main engines:

2 x 3512 Caterpillar, each 1.440 kW / 1.957 hp

Generators:

3 x 3406 Caterpillar, each 260 kW

150.000 l

UMS and MCA compliant
Accommodation:

Owner/Guests: 6 cabins for 12
Crew: 13 to 15

Tender:

Ribtec 7,10 m / 23´ with 225 hp

Sport equipment:

2 Sea-Doo 3 persons wave runners, separate dive

Chris Craft 6,70 m / 22´

Emergency generator: 1 x 3304, 100 kW

room with large compressor with bank system and full

Bow thruster:

complement of dive gear, 2 Hobie kayaks, bikes, etc.

Jastram, 40 F BU 3038 – 200 kW
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